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Welcome to
Anthem
Welcome to the first
issue of North Tees and
Hartlepool NHS Trust’s
new magazine Anthem.
Anthems are everywhere;
football anthems,
anthems in religious
places and of course the
national anthem. We’ve
chosen the name
because it suggests
something which binds
people together, and it
has the added advantage
of having the Trust’s
abbreviated title it in.
Your new magazine,
which has been extended
to be a magazine for
patients and visitors to
the trust as well as staff,
will come out every two
months and will be
widely available in wards
and departments, as
well as on the intranet
and internet.
We’re delighted to be
working with Octagon
Marketing, a company
which specialises in
producing publications
supported with
advertising. And of course
we’re extremely grateful
to the companies who
are supporting us.
Without you it would not
be possible.
I hope you enjoy the new
magazine but remember
any magazine is only as
good as the people who
contribute to it.
If you have stories,
developments or ideas to
share I’d be glad to hear
about them.
Claire Young
Anthem editor
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Thirteen years of talking came to an
end on 19 January when Secretary
of State for Health Patricia Hewitt
accepted the recommendations of
an expert panel set up to advise the
government on the shape of health
services across the country.
After a 12-week review period the
Independent Reconfiguration Panel
recommended;
■ a new modern hospital to replace
the existing out of date hospital
buildings should be built within
easy reach of people in
Hartlepool, Stockton, Easington
and Sedgefield; and
■ in the meantime consultant-led
maternity and paediatric services
should be centralised at the
University Hospital of North Tees
and a midwife-led maternity unit
and paediatric assessment unit
should be provided at the
University Hospital of Hartlepool.
Chief executive Ian Dalton briefed as
many staff directly affected as
possible the day before the big
announcement was made public. He
said: “It was vitally important that
people directly affected heard this
news from me. I didn’t want our hard
working staff, who have waited years
for some sort of clarity on the future
shape of their services, to hear or
read about this on their way to work.”

The report concluded that the
existing consultant-led maternity
services at the University of
Hartlepool and the University of
North Tees make ineffective use of
clinical staff, make it extremely
difficult to meet current safety
standards and do not provide
women and children with the quality
of service they should be receiving.
It added that centralising consultantled maternity services will improve
patient safety, make better use of
scarce clinical staff and ensure all
training and European Working Time
Directive requirements can be met.
The NHS and local authorities will
need to develop new transport links
to meet the needs of staff, patients
and carers.
The report emphasises that all
services that do not have to be
provided within a hospital setting
should be placed within the heart of
communities. Primary care health
centres should continue to be
developed locally to provide
treatment for a large number of
medical conditions and community
midwifery should be improved.
Ian Dalton added: “I know this has
been a lengthy process but this
report and the Secretary of State’s
decision provides the certainty we
have all been asking for.

“Our doctors have held the view for
some time that a single site hospital
to serve people living north of the
Tees is the best way forward.
We welcome the Independent
Reconfiguration Panel agreeing with
this view. We will be working with
our NHS partners and other
stakeholders to assess the issues
around a possible new hospital in the
long term, though we know this will
take some considerable time to
come to fruition.
“On consultant-led maternity and
inpatient children’s services the IRP
was looking at the where, rather than
the what because they heard a
unanimous message that we could
no longer sustain services on both
sites. We need to get these interim
moves implemented in the
near future.
“The most important aspect of all
this is our commitment which has
never and will never change, and that
is to provide high quality care for our
patients, a good place to work for our
existing staff and attractive place for
the highly skilled people we want to
recruit in future to care for the people
of this area.”
You can find the IRP’s report
by visiting www.irpanel.org.uk
or by visiting
www.northteesandhartlepool.nhs.uk

Carol shows she has star quality
A domestic assistant at a Teesside
hospital has been rewarded for her
star quality. Carol Tuck, 47, is a
domestic assistant with Sodexho,
the
facilities
management
company which runs the cleaning
service for North Tees and
Hartlepool NHS Trust. She has
worked at the University Hospital
of North Tees for over 27 years.
She was named Sodexho
employee of the year at a special
ceremony to recognise the
achievements
among
the
company’s
44,000-strong
national workforce.
Carol has constantly shown
determination to work and finish
the job and even come to work
during her holidays to help out.
Her work, in addition to looking
after her mother until she passed
away, was her life.
This all changed in April 2005
when Carol suffered a severe
stroke and became a patient in the
hospital she worked. During the

subsequent
months
of
rehabilitation and her weekly visits
to the hospital outpatients, Carol
would always visit the Sodexho
office to keep people informed of
her progress. She was insistent
that she would return to work as
soon as she could.
There were plenty of tears when

Carol shows off her Tiffany star

she was advised we would have to
have confirmation from her doctor
that she was fit enough to return
to work. She apparently pestered
her doctor with her walking stick,
into confirming her fitness and
returned to work some six months
later, on light duties wherever the
company could find work for her.
Sodexho business manager Nick
Clements said: “Carol really
deserves to be recognised in this
way for her grit and determination
in the face of great adversity. She
has remained a dedicated and loyal
servant to the hospital in every
area she has worked.”
Chief executive of North Tees and
Hartlepool NHS Trust Ian Dalton
added: “We are privileged to have
people like Carol working with us.
Cleaning is so important and
domestics are very much part of
healthcare team.
“I am delighted that Carol is
recovering and able to carry on
with a job she clearly loves.”

inbrief

Foundation trust
consultation now
underway
North Tees and Hartlepool NHS Trust
is just a few weeks into its foundation
trust consultation.
Starting on 22 January the 12-week
consultation is an opportunity for
patients, staff and the public to have
their say about the way the
foundation trust will be governed and
to comment on its human resources
and service development strategy.
A number of events have
been organised:
Public meetings
9 February ARC, Stockton, 6.30pm
13 February, The Glebe,
Easington, 2pm
13 March, Sir William Grace Room,
Maritime Experience,
Hartlepool, 6.30pm
19 March, Sedgefield Parish Hall, 4pm
Staff events
19 February, 2pm, North Tees
20 February, 2.15pm, Hartlepool
Chief executive Ian Dalton said: “We
hope to earn foundation trust status
later this year if all goes to plan. There
is a significant amount of work to do
to be ready for application at the end
of April and the consultation will
inform the application, once the
public’s views have been sought
and considered.
“Becoming a foundation trust in 2007
is vital for us, and is a key plank in our
three year strategy. It will give us
freedoms to develop, invest and
improve services for patients in a way
which is not possible under the
current arrangements.”

Your questions answered
What is a foundation trust?
NHS Foundation Trusts are part of the
government’s strategy to take public
services
away
from
central
government control and create a
patient-led NHS. They are a new type
of NHS organisation created to move
decision-making to local organisations
and communities so they are more
responsive to the needs and wishes
of their local people.
NHS Foundation Trusts are part of the
National Health Service. They still
provide services free at the point of
delivery and treat you on the basis of
your individual needs and not your
ability to pay.
How is it different from what we
have now?
NHS Foundation Trusts differ from
traditional NHS Trusts in a number of
ways. They
■ give us new freedoms to
decide locally how we provide
patient care
■ are accountable to local people
who can become members
and governors
■ provide opportunity for a much
greater level of involvement for
patients, carers, staff and partner
organisations through the Council
of Governors
■ can retain financial surpluses to
invest in services
■ are allowed to borrow funds to
develop services
■ are regulated by Monitor, an
independent body, rather than

Chief executive, Ian Dalton

being managed by the Department
of Health in London
■ have regulations about the
services they provide and the way
they conduct their business, which
are monitored by a Council
of Governors
Why do we want to become one?
We think these differences would
give us three main benefits of
becoming a foundation trust:
■ The freedoms available would
allow North Tees and Hartlepool
NHS Foundation Trust to determine
and build our own future
■ We would be able to improve
financial performance, achieve
financial stability and invest more
in patient services
■ There would be greater
opportunities for local people to
get involved in running and
influencing the direction of their
hospitals. This should lead to
services which are more
responsive to the needs of
local people.

Inter professional
workshop short
listed for national
award
A North Tees and
Hartlepool NHS
Trust project is one
of only four out of a
thousand to be
short listed for a
national award.
The inter
professional
education
workshops, which
brought together
students from a
range of disciplines
to improve their
skills in patient
safety, reducing
errors, analysing
complaints and
understanding each
others’ roles, are
being judged in the
patient safety
section of the
national Health and
Social Care
Awards.
The Health and
Social Care Awards
celebrate the talent
and initiative in
health and social
care. They are run
by Department of
Health and the
NHS Institute for
Innovation and
Improvement and
are the most
important
opportunity within
the NHS and social
care to identify,
recognise and
reward excellence
in the provision of
care at the
frontline.
See page 6 for full
story on inter
professional
workshops.
Something
to share?
If you would like to
place an article in
Anthem please
contact Claire
Young on 01642
624339 or by
email: claire.young
@nth.nhs.uk
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North East
first for Zia
An associate specialist
has become the first
middle grade doctor in
the North East to pass
the Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons
(FRCS) urology exam.
And not only is he the
only one, but he
passed at his
first attempt.
Dr Zia Khan joined
North Tees and
Hartlepool NHS Trust as
a staff grade doctor in
1998. He was
promoted to associate
specialist in 2003 and
took his diploma in
urology from
University College
London in 2005.
He said: “Last year
middle grade doctors in
urology were allowed
to sit this exam for the
first time so I was
delighted not only to
pass at my first attempt
but also to be the first
person to pass it in the
North East.
“I am really thankful to
all urology consultants
especially to consultant
surgeon Mr Les
Gilliland for his
immense support.”
Les Gilliland added: “Zia
has done well to pass
this exam first time.
I’ve been pleased to
work alongside him for
the past eight years.”
This now means Zia
can join the specialist
register and is eligible
to become a
consultant.

Associate specialist
Dr Zia Khan
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Rolling their sleeves up are clinical
director for radiology Dr Matthew
Trewhella and consultant physician
Dr Deepak Dwarakanath.

Doctors asked to
roll, tuck and wash
Doctors at North Tees and Hartlepool NHS Trust have
been asked to adopt a new dress code to help prevent
the spread of infection. The trust’s infection control doctor
Chris Dyson has written to all clinical directors asking
them to ensure that their medical colleagues follow this
new code.
He said: “Long sleeves and ties are widely
acknowledged to be vectors of spread of bacteria and I
do believe these new measures will reduce the risk of
cross infection.”

The roll, tuck and wash campaign introduces the
requirement for doctors to:
■ have long sleeves rolled up to the mid-forearm
■ have ties tucked in
■ undertake appropriate hand hygiene
…during any direct contact with patients
Dr Dyson added that the new dress code will reduce the
risk of spread of bacteria without detracting from
doctors’ professional image.

A DECENT diabetes event
Networking was in full swing when
DECENT (Diabetes Education Care
and Evaluation North of the Tees)
held its third network clinical
governance meeting.
The event included poster
sessions, practical workshops and
treatment updates, provided by
consultant physician Dr Jean
MacLeod and colleagues from
secondary and primary care.
More than 120 people from
Hartlepool, Easington and North
Tees attended the event as well as
colleagues from North Tees
and Hartlepool NHS Trust. And
Hartlepool Primary Care Trust took
full advantage of the workshops,
combining their own training away
day with the event.

The workshops, developed around
the National Service Framework for
Diabetes standards, National
Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence guidelines and primary
care trust requirements included
topics such as:
■ insulin starts and dose
adjustments
■ drug treatment in diabetes
■ sick day rules and
hypoglycaemia
■ pregnancy and pre-conception
advice
■ erectile dysfunction
■ specialist referrals
■ service planning and
commissioning the future
■ achieving quality outcome
frameworks

Clinical governance co-ordinator
and diabetes support Hazel Bell
said: ”Diabetes affects many
people so it’s important for health
professionals and managers in
hospital and the community to
share the latest knowledge.
“We couldn’t have put on the event
with the people who ran the
workshops and those who
organised it so efficiently. I’m
particularly grateful to consultant
physician Dr Jean MacLeod and
diabetes facilitator June Mehaffy
for their input.
“We had an educational and
enjoyable afternoon with positive
feedback which has encouraged us
to repeat the format again
next year.”

Healthcare students
get together to
improve patient safety
More than 150 healthcare students from a
range of disciplines have attended training
courses to help improve the safety
of patients.
The courses, which took place at both the
university hospitals of North Tees and
Hartlepool, have been organised by North
Tees and Hartlepool NHS Trust with the
Centre for Excellence in Healthcare
Professional Education (CETL4HealthNE) - a
partnership of the universities of Newcastle,
Durham, Northumbria, Sunderland and
Teesside with regional NHS organisations.
The event brought together students
including doctors, nurses, dietitians,
physiotherapists, occupational therapists,
radiographers and pharmacists to improve
their skills in patient safety, reducing errors,
analysing complaints and understanding each
others’ roles.
The courses involved a lecture and training
video followed by group workshops to
discuss the causes of errors and how to
prevent them on the video, followed by how
to investigate and respond to a fictional
complaint. The students worked together to

Clinical lecturer in obstetrics and gynaecology
Judith Lewin

Judith pictured with clinical lecturers Ellie Morgan
and Anne Lamb and clinical governance coordinator Hazel Bell

identify what went wrong and the best way to
deal with it, as well as discussing how to
prevent similar incidents occurring again.
The University Hospital of North Tees’ Dr Jane
Metcalf, who is also a CETL4HealthNE fellow,
said: “This is a unique course because we
bring together students from a range of
professional groups so that they can learn
from, with and about each other and
understand what each other does.
“We think it is extremely important to raise
students’ awareness of patient safety issues
at this early stage in their career and also to
promote team working and communication
between professionals.”
Clinical lecturer in obstetrics and gynaecology
Judith Lewin (pictured here) added: “This is
the second year we have run the course
following excellent feedback from the
students who took part last year. We know
that many errors and complaints in hospital
are due to poor communication and lack of
effective team working between healthcare
workers from different professions and we
hope to improve this.”

Hospital chaplain
moves to pastures new
A familiar face in wards
and department at the
University Hospital of
Hartlepool has been
appointed chaplain for
Tees, Esk and Wear Valley
NHS Trust. Church of
England
chaplain
Raymond Cuthbertson
left North Tees and

Hartlepool NHS Trust at
the end of January. His
new post will be based
in Durham.
Co-ordinating
chaplain
Paul
Salter
said:
“Raymond got to know
many people in his time at
the trust. We wish him
well for the future.”

Raymond Cuthbertson

End of an era for
hospital laundry
From 1 April 2007 all laundry and linen used
across North Tees and Hartlepool NHS Trust
will be provided by laundry specialists
Sunlight Service Group Ltd. The move has
come following a Value For Money exercise
carried out by the trust during the autumn
of 2006.
The laundry and linen service at the University
Hospital of North Tees has provided a service
for the hospital since it opened in 1966 and
took on the service for the University Hospital
of Hartlepool in April 1995.
The trust took the decision to tender for its
laundry services as an alternative to replacing
expensive laundry equipment, much of which
was coming to the end of its useful life.
Replacing the equipment was also poor value
for money and it was decided an external
linen hire service represented better value for
the trust.
Director of human resources and operations
Dave Allsopp said: “This marks the end of an
era for our laundry and the decision to bring in
an external company to provide the service
was not taken lightly”.
“We will retain some staff at each hospital to
collect and distribute laundry. However the
remainder of the jobs in the laundry will
regrettably be lost.
“I want to place on record my personal
thanks for the sterling work the staff in the
laundry have done over the years.”
Laundry logistics
It’s no mean feat ensuring there are clean
sheets for the trust’s 900 beds, and sheets
are only one of 90 types of linen handled in
the laundry
People power… there are currently 38
people in the department
Bits and pieces… and you thought your
wash load was too big. The laundry handles
56,000 items a week, that’s nearly three
million a year.
Heavy load…The antiquated washers handle
35kg of dirty washing every two and
a half minutes.
Long service… laundry workers Lynne Bryan
and Dawn Cooper have clocked up 27
years each.
Hot stuff… the department gained credit
from the Improving Working Lives assessors
for flexible working practices. They changed
staff working hours during summer to start
and finish earlier to avoid the hottest part of
the day and had heat breaks as temperatures
soared to 35 degrees.
It’ll all come out in the wash… Stray pens,
scissors and books have found their way into
the washing. Mostly they’re found by the
trained eyes of the linen services staff before
they get into the wash damaging either
machines or laundry.
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Efficiency schem
cuts trust’s fuel
Deanery visit
assures
quality
doctors for
the future
North Tees and Hartlepool NHS Trust
has hosted a visit from the Northern
Deanery Foundation School Quality
Assurance road show which was held
in the University Hospital of
Hartlepool’s postgraduate department.
A team from the Northern Deanery
Foundation School based at the
Postgraduate Institute gave a series of
talks about quality assurance in the
foundation programme to trainees,
trainers and others from the trust
involved in training and assessment of
foundation programme doctors.
The trust currently has 70 foundation
doctors, more commonly known as
junior doctors, working across both
sites who are providing excellent care
to patients
The road show addressed topics such
as the new General Medical Council
visiting process, the structure and
working of the local and regional
foundation programme, the benefits
of quality assurance and the
challenges ahead.
Accident and emergency consultant
Miss Joan Clancy, who also works with
the Northern Deanery, said: “Training
tomorrow’s doctors is vitally important
and the purpose of this visit was to talk
about how the programme will produce
the quality of doctors we need for
the future.
“It was pleasing that The Northern
Deanery
Foundation
School
congratulated us for our performance
and efforts. Postgraduate coordinator
Suzanne Duncan, the trust’s foundation
team and I and would also like to thank
all those colleagues who ensure good
training and experience for our
foundation doctors.”
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Installing double glazing and
insulating the loft are things we all
have to consider when we’re trying
to make our homes warmer and
cheaper to run.
In hospitals it’s the same, but on a
much larger scale. Faced with an
energy bill in the region of £2.2m
and prices spiralling out of control
North Tees and Hartlepool NHS Trust
has stepped up its efforts to
save money.
Hospital engineer Stuart Watkin is
just one of the men responsible for
making sure the public’s money is
spent on direct patient care, and not
a penny more than necessary is
spent
on
meeting
rising
energy costs.
He explains: “Rising gas and
electricity prices have had a major
impact on the trust. Our energy
bills have more than doubled in
two years.
“The trust has had a history of being
efficient. We already have combined
heat and power plants but we
needed to do more.
“We’ve invested in a number of
efficiency measures so that while
the cost of energy has risen we’ve
actually seen the amount of energy
used go down by almost six per cent
over the same period through
careful energy management. If
prices hadn’t gone up we would
have saved £70,000 a year.”
The estates team has been working

Hospital engineer Stuart Watkin and building services manager Mike Richards

on a number of schemes, visible and
less visible to keep at the top of their
game, as far as energy saving goes.
Stuart continues: “People have been
able to see and feel the change in
the North Wing (previously known
as the old maternity block) at the
University Hospital of North Tees
because more than 400 windows
have been replaced. Apart from
looking a whole lot better the
draughts that blew through the old
windows are now a thing of the
past, and we should see a five per
cent reduction in the annual heating
bill for the North Wing.”
The next job on the list is replacing
the windows in the tower block at

A thermal image of the windows in the North Wing as they project was underway. The
heat loss is clearly visible on the old windows
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brand new heat
exchangers which
convert the steam
produced in the
boiler-house
into
heat energy for the
entire hospital.
Stuart adds: “These units, fitted and
commissioned in September and
October last year are significantly
more efficient than the original 40year-old units they replaced. They’re
already making a significant
difference to the amount of gas we
have to buy to heat the hospital.”
Energy saving schemes are to
continue right across the trust. In the
months and years to come we
can expect
■ new energy efficient motors and
controllers fitted to the boilers,
the main heating pump, air
handling and ventilation units
■ more efficient lighting systems,
incorporating modern fittings,
efficient lamps, and - where
appropriate - sensor switches
■ improvements to the steam
distribution and collection
pipeline system around the
hospital at both North Tees and
Hartlepool sites
■ a new absorption chiller at
Hartlepool, which will use excess
heat energy for cooling during the
summer months
We all have to play our part in being
energy efficient, says Stuart, and

simple measures can really help.
We can keep bills down by:
■ switching off unwanted lights –
20 per cent of our energy goes
on lighting
■ switching off computer monitors
at lunchtime and the end of
the day
■ not overheating rooms - 19oC is
the statutory requirement for
offices, 21-23oC for treatment
areas and wards
North Tees and Hartlepool NHS Trust
is also seeking to introduce an
energy awareness programme
across the Trust engaging staff at all
levels in the next financial year. The
trust will be carrying out energy
audits in every department and
rating each department on its energy
performance using the well known
A - G rating commonly used on
electrical goods and appliances.
Each department will have its initial
assessment
posted
in
the
department and targets will be set
to improve the current performance.
Departments will be encouraged
to improve their overall energy
and
sustainable
environment
performance.
The new heat exchanger arrives on site

Trust steps up its no
smoking message
It’s been a year since North Tees and Hartlepool declared
itself smoke free on both of its sites; the University
Hospital of North Tees and the University Hospital
of Hartlepool.
For patients, visitors and staff this meant that smoking
was not allowed either inside the hospital or anywhere
on the hospital site.
One year on the new arrangements have largely been
successful. Site manager Peter Mitchell explains: “We
know smoking is bad for our health so it seemed
sensible to ban it from the hospital and grounds.
“We also know it is difficult for people to give up, but
we have to look after everyone who is looked after,
works at or visits our hospitals; the vast majority
of whom do not smoke at all or do not do so while
they’re here.

Displays at the University Hospital of Hartlepool leading up to being
smoke free in January 2006

“On the whole staff have accepted the new
arrangements, however we still see patients being
wheeled out in chairs to have a cigarette and, most
distressingly, people outside smoking over new born
babies while they’re waiting for transport to take them
home.”
The trust has decided to step up its actions in the New
Year to remind people they are not allowed to smoke,
particularly outside the hospitals’ entrances.
Patients are now being actively encouraged not to go
outside for a cigarette. However help for smokers on the
wards will be available in the form of nicotine patches
and, where possible, people will be reminded of the
trust’s smoke free policy before they come into hospital.
Peter adds: “Patients, staff and visitors dislike walking
through other people’s smoke when they are coming
into the hospital so, from mid January we’ll be having
extra staff on patrol asking people not to smoke.
“I think this is like any change; at first people resist it. The
response has been encouraging but I think one year on
it’s time to step up our efforts. It’s only a few generations
ago that people smoked on the wards, and most people
would think that was totally bizarre if we allowed that in
this day and age.”
Staff wanting to give up smoking can contact the
occupational health department. People who have been
in hospital and now want to stop can contact Teesside
Stop Smoking on 01642 223023 for information about
local drop in sessions.
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4 bedroom villa
Private pool
On golf course
Prices from £375 p/w

2 for 1 everyday
at Jacksons Wharf
Hartlepool Marina
• 2 for 1 every day on all adult main courses,
Sunday 11.30 am - 7 pm, Monday to Saturday
12 noon - 9 pm.
• Variety of menus including adults, kids
and special boards
• Ideal site for business
meetings/lunches and
small family gatherings
• Bookings and food
pre orders available.

Telephone:

01429 862963
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WEDDING VIDEOGRAPHY
SPECIALISTS
Don’t lose that memory. Let us
capture your special event.
Weddings, Christenings, Sports
Events, Children’s Parties, Reunions,
Celebrations, Live Events recorded.
Whatever the occasion we can help.
Theatre and Stage Videography,
Dance School Presentations.
Cine/Slides/Betamax/NTSC/Video
8/VHS/DV and more converted to
DVD formats.

www.massproproductions.co.uk

Architectural plans
drawn for all
domestic extensions
Please contact Michael

07868 745737
5% discount for NHS employees

Balholm, 196 Park Road,
Hartlepool TS26 9LW

Tel: 01429 422982

Specialists in Cantonese
and Szechuen Cuisine.

Delivery and Takeaway Available
Open 5pm - 11pm every day
except Tuesday. Open bank holidays.
1 Suffolk Street, Stockton-on-Tees

01642 611570
07881 751919 mobile

Cheques only accepted on orders over £6,
with cheque guarantee card.

HORDEN PODIATRY/
CHIROPODY CLINIC
Available now
for home visits
For relief of all your foot problems

Tel: 0191 5860056 or 07817 191395
Margaret Summerbell B.Sc (Hons)

For all your mobility aids

36 Avenue Road, Hartlepool
Tel: 01429 277622
Visit Hartlepools Mobility Service for a
selection of scooters and powerchairs
Service and repairs
We supply and install stairlifts, bathlifts,
ramps for home, carlifts, car ramps,
wheelchairs, walking aids
Phone or call in for a free catalogue
email: zenith.mobility@btconnect.com

Registered with the Health Professional
Council & a member of The Society of
Chiropodists & Podiatrists

North Tees & Hartlepool NHS Trust, has not vetted the
advertisers in this publication and accepts no liability
for work done or goods supplied by any advertiser. Nor
does North Tees & Hartlepool NHS Trust endorse any of
the products or services.
Every possible care has been taken to ensure that the information given
in this publication is accurate. Whilst the publisher would be grateful to
learn of any errors, it cannot accept any liability over and above the cost
of the advertisement for loss there by caused. No reproduction by any
method whatsoever of any part of this publication is permitted without
prior written consent of the copyright owners.
Octagon Design & Marketing Ltd. ©2007. Britannic Chambers,
8a Carlton Road, Worksop, Notts. S80 1PH Tel: 01909 478822

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING?
We are looking for people who are interested in becoming
a Volunteer at our Support Groups.

We support those recovering from mental health problems
by providing:
• Information and advice
• Support
• Supported independent living schemes • Grants
For further information please contact

NEW HORIZONS (Teesside)
Park Side C.M.H.R.C., Park Road North,
Middlesbrough, TS1 3LF
t. 01642 217847 f. 01642 217835
Or email: enquiries@newhorizonsteesside.com
February/March 2007
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